A systematic writing program as a tool in the grief process: part I
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Objective: The basic aim of this paper is to suggest a flexible and individualized writing program as a tool for use during the grief process of bereaved adults.

Methods: An open, qualitative approach following distinct steps was taken to gain a broad perspective on the grief and writing processes, as a platform for the writing program.

Results: Following several systematic methodological steps, we arrived at suggestions for the initiation of a writing program and its structure and substance, with appropriate guidelines.

Discussion: We believe that open and expressive writing, including free writing and focused writing, may have beneficial effects on a person experiencing grief. These writing forms may be undertaken and systematized through a writing program, with participation in a grief writing group and diary writing, to achieve optimal results.

Conclusion: A structured writing program might be helpful in promoting thought activities and as a tool to increase the coherence and understanding of individuals in the grief process. Our suggested program may also be a valuable guide to future program development and research.
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Background
Interest in the therapeutic effects of writing has grown tremendously in the last few years. Comprehensive literature and research have indicated the effects of writing on an individual’s adjustment to challenging or traumatic experiences.1–11 The benefits of writing are first and foremost associated with exploratory and expressive forms of communication. The results of several studies of writing and its effect on health indicate that a potential positive health gain is possible through writing about traumatic and challenging experiences.3,6–11 To write, narrate, and discuss thoughts and feelings may be a tool in the grief process as experienced by bereaved adults who have lost a close person in their lives.

According to process-oriented writing theory, language is related to thought. Writing is described as a creative process wherein the writer may experience new thoughts, increased awareness, and knowledge.5,12–14 The philosopher Lipps (referred to by Pahuus)15 emphasizes that to experience is to be moved bodily by an impression, and that an articulation of the impression is a way to handle oneself. According to the philosopher Ricoeur,16–18 to narrate is to reflect on events and, in the story, a pattern of understanding is formed based on one’s own experiences. This interweaving may yield new insights and new stories, and create coherence in life that allows the individual to adapt to an altered life situation.16–18
Theoretical framework

Grief experience

Grief is a fundamental life experience, although it is difficult to explain or understand. The loss of a close relation and dealing with bereavement and grief are painful and demanding and may constrain life. The grief process can be understood as a movement between relearning the world and adaptation, dominated by multifaceted and overwhelming experiences. Thoughts and feelings may vary in their nature and intensity throughout the grief process. Dealing with grief refers to the bereaved individual’s experience of handling grief and adjustment. Some central aspects of grief processing include being allowed to express the grief experience, gaining an awareness of the loss, and acknowledgment through new insights and organization. Moreover, the grief process involves retaining and sustaining some ties to the person who has died and adjusting to the new life situation. As grief and grief work are individual experiences, support must be directed specifically toward each distinct experience.

According to classic grief theory, grief and grief work are limited in time, and grief work is successful when the bereaved person is freed from his or her ties to the deceased. More recent grief theory puts this understanding under question and emphasizes the positive value of the ties to the deceased as a source of further life enrichment. The grief process refers to the bereaved individual’s experience of dealing with loss and adjusting to living with grief. It involves the whole life situation and is profound and overwhelming, and the bereaved person appears to be vulnerable.

Writing as a tool

Writing is an aid to reflection, a way to explore and discover one’s own thoughts and feelings. Writing down one’s own ideas opens a channel that allows a person to become acquainted with his or her own thinking potential. Writing and forming a story involve reflection on events and contribute to self-understanding and new insight. According to process-oriented writing theory, the active use of language stimulates and promotes thought activities and learning, and the practice of different forms of writing is suggested, such as free writing and focused writing.

Writing yields new thoughts; ideas, images, and feelings can be put into words, leading to clarification, understanding, and structure. Increased awareness, organization, new insights, and acknowledgment are factors that are essential in dealing with grief. Therefore, there are several similarities between the writing process and the grief process. The creative element of the writing process may allow the bereaved to move on during the grief process because writing may become a tool for the expression of his or her thoughts and feelings, new insights, clarification, and reorganization.

Several expressive writing studies have involved participants writing about traumatic or emotional experiences in the laboratory for 3–5 sessions, often over consecutive days for 15–20 minutes per session. However, in more recent studies, writing has been performed at home and in clinical settings. Over the past 20 years, several studies have supported the notion that writing about traumatic and stressful events could bring about positive outcomes. In these different studies, writing sessions, time between the sessions, and writing instructions have varied.

Writing in groups

Participation in groups may strengthen the power of writing. Writing in groups provides a major component of the rehabilitation process, and began to emerge in the 1950s. The group was seen as a social microcosm with important therapeutic properties of its own. Group approaches have many advantages in the treatment of grief and loss caused by death. According to Keefe et al., a group provides a setting in which patients can be in touch with others with similar problems. Group participation can help patients gain a better understanding of the grief situation and the role of their own behavior, thoughts, and feelings in their perception of the situation. Yalom emphasized several important supportive factors that must be included in the group approach. These are the “self-revelation” and the “learning from others” factors.

Against this background, the basic aim of the current paper is to suggest a flexible and individualized writing program as a tool for use in the grief processes of bereaved adults.

Method

An open, qualitative approach, following distinct steps, was taken to gain a broad perspective on the grief and writing processes as a platform for establishing a writing program.

1. A systematic literature search was undertaken.
2. We identified some ways of writing as tools that can be related to grief experiences.
3. We investigated how different forms of writing can support the grief process.
4. We discussed and arrived at the basic key areas to be included: several topics for writing, writing forms, and writing situations.

5. A writing program was developed based on these steps.

6. Practical guidelines and keywords for initiating the writing process in the program were discussed and are suggested.

7. Finally, we arrived at a suitable structure and participants for such a writing program.

## Results

By following the methodological steps described above, we developed a comprehensive writing program for use as a tool in the grief process. This consists of the program structure, topics, writing situations, and writing forms, including guidelines and keywords.

For the structure of the writing program, we suggest that writing follows two parallel pathways, as illustrated in Table 1: writing in a grief writing group and writing at home in a diary. The number of group meetings and their duration are also described. “Bereaved adults” means people who have lost someone close to them as a result of death; the loss of a child is an exclusion criterion.

The topics and writing situations of the writing program are described in Table 2. The central aspects of grief work are included, such as being allowed to express the feeling of grief, gaining an awareness of loss, retaining and sustaining some ties to the person who has died, acknowledgment through new insights, and adjustment to the new life situation.

The topics may be applicable to both free writing and focused writing. Some examples of the two writing forms are illustrated in Table 3.

Writing guidelines and keywords have been developed to make the writing process easy and to stimulate an open, exploratory, and direct form of writing (Appendix 1).

### Table 1: Suggested structure of the writing program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Meetings</th>
<th>Writing situations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6–8 bereaved adults in each group</td>
<td>10 meetings over 5 months (in total):</td>
<td>Writing in a group supervised dialogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• every second week for 2.5 hours for 3 months</td>
<td>Writing in a diary at home between each meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• once a month thereafter for 2.5 hours</td>
<td>Homework</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** "Bereaved adults means people who have lost someone close to them as a result of death (loss of a child is an exclusion criterion)."

### Table 2: Topics for the writing program, including both writing situations: group and diary writing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Group writing</th>
<th>Home writing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The present life situation</td>
<td>Diary writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A description of the person lost</td>
<td>Diary writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A story about an important occasion spent with the lost person</td>
<td>Diary writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Writing a letter to/obituary for the lost person</td>
<td>Diary writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Defining “despair” and “guilt”</td>
<td>Diary writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Writing a story based on pictures that illustrate different aspects of grief utterance</td>
<td>Diary writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Defining “loss” and “loneliness”</td>
<td>Diary writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Previous and present relationship with important persons</td>
<td>Good and bad thoughts and feelings experienced during the last few days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Experience of grief, longing, hope, and joy</td>
<td>Diary writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>What it is important to know: the capacity to adapt to the new life situation, a meaningful life, and future plans</td>
<td>Diary writing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion

The basic aim of this paper is to suggest a flexible and individualized writing program for use as a tool in the grief process of bereaved adults who have lost a close person as a result of death.

Our suggested writing program incorporates elements from several writing studies. Out of these studies some options are considered as particularly important, such as an expressive and explorative writing form, concentrated writing sessions, and writing several consecutive times. Several theories emphasize...
the benefits associated with writing, which support the development of our program. It is fundamental to process-oriented writing theory that language is related to thought. There is a dynamic relationship between thought and language. Writing is a creative developmental process, and through this process thoughts emerge. The writer may experience increased awareness and gain knowledge. Writing theory also claims that this active use of language stimulates and promotes thought activity and learning, and that putting ideas, images, and feelings into words leads to clarification, understanding, and structure. Based on writing theory, the topics in the writing program involve two forms of writing: free writing and focused writing. These are described in detail in the following section. We believe that by combining these writing forms, the grieving person can express his or her inner thoughts and feelings by both being close to and maintaining a distance from the grief process. We suggest that these forms of writing should be encouraged as processing tools in the writing program.

Benefits of free writing
Free writing is an informal, exploratory, and expressive form of writing. Several language and writing researchers stress that free writing is an introspective technique of discovery. This form of writing is personal; it is closest to an “inner speech” and the thought process itself. Free writing may open up for expressive writing, which is uncensored writing in which the writer is not concerned with whether the text appears presentable or is comprehensible to others. The writer may allow him or herself an undisguised and direct form of expression. Free writing is also described as a therapeutic tool because it leads to reflection and illuminates the writer’s life experiences. Through this form of writing, a bereaved person can express his or her loss and painful thoughts. During a demanding grief process, this may empower the writer who cannot otherwise move on in the grief situation.

Therefore, this mode of writing may raise the writer’s awareness, which is another therapeutic effect of free writing. Based on these assumptions and previous research, we believe that the participants should be encouraged to write in an expressive way. Therefore, assignments that encourage free writing must be formulated very openly, and for the program to succeed, some guidelines, inspired by Francis and Pennebaker, may be helpful (Appendix 1).

Benefits of focused writing
Assignments that encourage focused writing are more clearly defined because the writer must respond to a more specific challenge. By introducing limitations on the topic, by appealing to a more defined form of writing, writing of a more informative kind may result. Thus, the writer has a chance to move thoughts on the subject a little to the background. Therefore, a narrower assignment based on focused writing may be experienced as less burdensome.

When an individual is dealing with very difficult, unpleasant, and painful issues in the grief process, focused writing may be experienced as gentler than a direct, undisguised, free-writing form. However, because we all build on our own experiences and interpretation of the world when writing, what is created through writing and expressing will always be related to these personal experiences. In this way, practicing both free-writing and focused-writing forms may strengthen the effect of each and lead to new insights and extended perspectives.

Benefits of writing in a group
The literature concerning the benefits of group participation is essentially in accord, which includes interpersonal learning and active supervision. The beneficial components of group participation have been shown to include a feeling of community with the other participants and the possibility of talking to others about difficult thoughts and feelings. The bereaved person finds him or herself in a vulnerable situation, which requires individualized assistance. Participation in a writing program allows both individualized and group benefits. All types of people can benefit from writing about their emotions. Traditionally, grief groups have been conducted for periods of 3–5 months, although the length and content may vary. This writing program is proposed to last for 5 months, during which time group meetings are held every 2 weeks during the initial 3 months, with one meeting in each of the subsequent 2 months, resulting in a total of 10 meetings. We argue that during this period, the participants may have gained sufficient insight and self-help that they can more easily adapt to their new life situations. We emphasize that some assumptions must be made beforehand regarding the suitability of the grieving person for participation in the suggested writing program, considering factors such as motivation, open-mindedness, and basic writing ability.

It has been proposed that the writing program’s various assignments or subjects concretize various aspects of the grief process, in a movement that involves relearning the world and adaptation. Our suggested program represents a flexible and individualized approach to the grief process. We also suggest that group members suffering similar types
of loss should participate in the same group. However, the structure and assignments described may be the same in different contexts. The time between the loss experience and participation in the program may vary. What is of primary importance is that the people themselves admit that they require some sort of help and that they are sufficiently motivated to attend the program.

Implications for practice
This writing program is meant for bereaved adults who have lost a close person as a result of death, although not the loss of a child. We suggest that throughout this writing program, the writing should be performed along two parallel tracks: writing in a grief writing group and writing at home in a diary (Table 2). The leaders of the grief writing groups should be professional supervisors. We suggest that in each group meeting, the writing should be centered on a subject or an assignment (Tables 2 and 3). When writing at home in a diary, the participants should write according to their personal wishes or initiative. However, some keywords should be given to help each individual get started (Appendix 1). The participants must be informed that it is essential that they write openly and spontaneously, with no concern for punctuation or correct grammar (Appendix 1). This last point is relevant to both writing in the group and writing at home. In the writing group meetings, conversation should be introduced before the writing session commences to focus on the theme of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day. Conversation should also be encouraged within the group after the writing session, giving the participants of the day.

The writing of each participant should be based on his or her own grief experiences and where he or she finds him or herself in the grief process.  When writing in the diary, it is up to the individual to choose the topic and write spontaneously. Our experience indicates that the initiation of writing is often difficult. The motivation to start writing in a diary at home may be especially difficult. Therefore, some keywords are suggested to stimulate the individual to begin and to improve the expressiveness of the writing (Appendix 1). Possible drawbacks related to the writing process should be considered, such as the provocation of painful and difficult feelings and thoughts that may be perceived as an additional burden. Moreover, the individual may not be familiar with writing or could experience difficulty getting started. Our guidelines (Appendix 1) represent a tool with which to overcome these barriers. We believe that these guidelines will be motivating and make writing easier.

Conclusion
A systematic writing program is suggested as a tool to facilitate the grief process. We believe that process-oriented writing within this program should be helpful in promoting thought activity and in gaining coherence and an understanding of the grief process. Expressive and explorative writing can be undertaken as an integral part of traditional grief groups for adults or performed and systematized through a writing program with participation in a grief writing group, as suggested here. We hope that our suggested program will be a valuable support in helping people experiencing grief, and a guide for future program development and research. Part 2 of this two-part article will highlight the results of an intervention program based on the fundamental elements established here.
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Appendix 1: Guidelines and keywords for writing

Guidelines
- Be honest and open in the writing process.
- Be patient. To get started, you may write about whatever you want to or about daily situations.
- Do not consider grammar or punctuation.
- Write about everything that occurs to you while writing.
- Be open and spontaneous.
- Ask yourself questions and try to talk to yourself during the writing process.
- Emphasize your feelings and how you experience them.
- You are the owner of the text, and no one else should have access to it.

Keywords
- How are you today?
- Yesterday
- Good feelings
- Bad feelings
- Good memories
- Friendship
- Future plans
- Difficulties
- Love
- Relationships